Most retroviruses preferentially integrate into certain genomic locations and, as a result, their genomewide integration patterns are non-random. We investigate the epigenetic landscape of integrated retroviral vectors and correlate it with the long-term stability of proviral transcription. Retroviral vectors derived from the avian sarcoma/leukosis virus expressing the GFP reporter were used to transduce the human myeloid lymphoblastoma cell line K562. Because of efficient silencing of avian retrovirus in mammalian cells, only ∼3% of established clones displayed stable proviral expression. We analyzed the vector integration sites in non-selected cells and in clones selected for the GFP expression. This selection led to overrepresentation of proviruses integrated in active transcription units, with particular accumulation in promoter-proximal areas. In parallel, we investigated the integration of vectors equipped with an anti-silencing CpG island core sequence. Such modification increased the frequency of stably expressing proviruses by one order. The modified vectors are also overrepresented in active transcription units, but stably expressed in distal parts of transcriptional units further away from promoters with marked accumulation in enhancers. These results suggest that integrated retroviruses subject to gradual epigenetic silencing during long-term cultivation. Among most genomic compartments, however, active promoters and enhancers protect the adjacent retroviruses from transcriptional silencing.
INTRODUCTION
Retroviruses are unique in that their replication requires integration of proviral DNA into the host cell genome. This recombination event proceeds autonomously via the virusencoded integrase; however, the functional structure and epigenetic features of the host cell genome as well as hostencoded factors are also important determinants of retrovirus integration. First, most retroviruses preferentially target certain chromatin segments so that, genome-wide, the patterns of retrovirus integration are skewed against random distribution. Second, proviral transcription can be efficiently controlled by adjacent cellular DNA and the state of chromatin at the site of integration. In general, transcriptionally active chromatin is permissive to provirus expression, whereas heterochromatin and intergenic regions promote provirus silencing.
Murine leukemia virus (MLV) integrates near active enhancers and transcription start sites (TSS) (1-3) that are favorable for provirus expression. However, when MLV was used as a vector in gene therapy trials, such provirus insertions have turned out to be genotoxic and have been shown to be prone to transactivation of adjacent proto-oncogenes (4) . This distinct integration preference is directed by tethering of the bromodomain and extraterminal (BET) protein family members with MLV integrase, and abrogation of this interaction resulted in retargeting of MLV integration (5, 6) . MLV integration sites are enriched within BET binding sites (6) , which have been identified within actively transcribed euchromatin and characterized by specific posttranslational histone modifications (7) . Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) was extensively studied from this point of view and its integration has displayed a bias towards transcriptionally active genes, gene-rich and GC-rich chromosomal regions, but not TSSs and CpG islands (8) (9) (10) . Similarly to MLV, this bias has been shown to depend on HIV-1 integrase binding at the C-terminal domain of the lens epithelium-derived growth factor/p75 (LEDGF/p75) (11) (12) (13) (14) . The genome-wide profile of LEDGF/p75 binding is comprised of active transcription units (TU) downstream of TSS marked by H3/H4 acetylation and H3K4 monomethylation and to a great part overlaps with sites enriched by HIV-1 integration (15) . As a proof of concept, MLV or HIV-1 integration can be redirected by hybrid targeting factors (5, 16, 17) .
Avian sarcoma/leukosis viruses (ASLV), in contrast to gammaretroviruses and lentiviruses, have integration profiles that are closer to random distribution. Several studies have demonstrated that these viruses exhibit only a slight preference of integration for TUs but not for TSSs (18) (19) (20) . Although FACT complex has recently been described to interact with ASLV integrase, no targeting effect was observed, hence, the slight preference for TUs might just be the effect of easier accessibility of the preintegration complex to active chromatin (21) . An extreme example of randomly dispersed retrovirus integration has been represented by the mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) (22) , which has been the apparent advantage of a recently established vector system derived from MMTV (23) .
The aforementioned virus-specific integration profiles have been observed in non-selected cell cultures. However, this data tells us little about provirus distribution under real conditions during retrovirus infection or retrovirusmediated gene therapy. The outcome of infection or gene therapy can be strongly affected by provirus silencing and the selection of a limited number of proviruses at certain integration sites. For example, latent HIV-1 copies that survive in resting memory cells and other reservoirs after combined antiretroviral therapy (cART) can be reactivated, hence providing a source of residual virus replication during the prolonged cART (24, 25) or viremia rebound after therapy withdrawal (26) . The resulting viral populations, however, are genetically less variable than before cART suggesting oligoclonal expansion from a limited number of proviral integrations (26) . Clonal expansion was recently shown in multiple patients by deep sequencing of provirus integration sites. Furthermore, these expanded proviral clones are frequently mapped to cell division-and cancer-associated loci, which could have led to homeostatic proliferation and contributed to the persistence of latent HIV-1 (27, 28) . Similar clonal expansion driven by MLV vector integration near the LMO2 oncogenic locus resulted in insertional leukemogenesis and compromised experimental gene therapy of X-linked severe immunodeficiency (4) . An example of the benign clonal expansion of a lentiviral vector integrated into the HMGA2 gene was documented in a study, which successfully implemented ␤-thalassemia gene therapy (29) . Even ASLV-derived vectors concentrate within genes and TSS when selected for long-term expression in sarcomas, which are induced by v-src-transducing vectors (30) or in cell clones bearing transcriptionally active and non-silenced proviruses (31) .
Transcriptional silencing of integrated retroviruses and retroviral vectors is a general phenomenon, which has been observed in many experimental settings and gene transfer clinical trials (32, 33) . There are two examples of extremely efficient provirus silencing: first, MLV is transcriptionally suppressed in mouse embryonic cells (34) by embryospecific zinc finger factor (35) and mutations in cis elements of LTR and leader release this block (36) . Second, ASLV as well as ASLV-derived vectors are prone to epigenetic provirus silencing when integrated into the heterologous mammalian genome (37, 38) whereas chicken host cells are permissive to ASLV productive infection (39) . This silencing is mediated by the cellular protein, Daxx (40, 41) and executed by epigenetic mechanisms, namely DNA methylation and histone modifications (31, 41, 42) . Furthermore, previous studies suggest that genomic and epigenetic features at the site of integration determine the transcriptional activity of respective proviruses. Hence, TSS regions of broadly expressed genes that are enriched with histone 3 trimethylated lysine 4 (H3K4me3) represent loci, which accumulate the active ASLV proviruses (30, 31) . Thus, experimental ASLV-derived vectors serve as extremely sensitive markers of a repressive (epi)genomic environment, which might help to uncover genomic regions permissive to stable expression of retroviral vectors and possibly other de novo integrated elements.
The aim of this study was to investigate the epigenetic marks within the integration sites of long-term active proviruses. Therefore, we analyzed the retrovirus integration sites from single-cell clones selected for long-term provirus expression. This approach combines the clonal expansion with provirus silencing, eliminates the initial integration preference, and samples the host genome sequences facilitating stable retrovirus expression. Specifically, we employed replication-deficient ASLV-derived vectors with the GFP fluorescence reporter. In addition to the basic, silencing-prone vector, we also constructed a modified vector containing a CpG island core sequence that confers resistance to position effects and provides protection from de novo DNA methylation (43, 44) . The correlation between the reporter activity of both vectors as well as the characteristics of their integration sites suggests that stably active proviruses are preferentially found around TSSs of transcribed genes that are enriched in histone modifications, which in turn support transcription. The presence of a CpG island core sequence within the retroviral LTR releases dependence on TSS and partly protects proviruses from position effects.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of the retroviral vector
Construction of the pAG plasmid used for the AG retroviral vector propagation was described previously (31) . pAG-2IE for AG-2IE vector propagation was derived from pAG by de novo creation of a unique KasI restriction site in the U3 region of 3 LTR (position -89 respective to the transcription start site) using the Transformer Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Clontech). A tandem of two IEs from the hamster aprt CpG island was amplified from the previously described pRNIG2-2IE vector (44) and inserted into the KasI restriction site.
Cell culture and virus propagation
The packaging AviPack cell line (30) was maintained in D-MEM/F12 medium (Sigma) supplemented with 5% newborn calf serum, 5% fetal calf serum, 1% chicken serum (all Gibco BRL) and penicillin/streptomycin (100 mg/ml each, Sigma) in a 3% CO 2 atmosphere at 37
• C. The K562 human myeloid lymphoblastoma cell line was maintained in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 5% newborn calf serum, 5% fetal calf serum (all Gibco BRL) and penicillin/streptomycin (100 mg/ml each, Sigma) in a 5% CO 2 atmosphere at 37
• C. The AviPack packaging system was utilized for the virus propagation and pseudotyping with vesicular stomatitis virus protein G (VSV-G) as described in (30) . Briefly, 10 7 AviPack cells plated on a 150 mm Petri dish were cultured and cotransfected with 50 g of pAG3 and 10 g of pVSV-G (Clontech) plasmids by calcium phosphate precipitation 24 h after plating. Fresh culture medium supplemented with 100 mM glucose was added 24 hours post transfection and viral stocks were collected at 48 and 72 h post transfection. These viral stocks were clarified by centrifugation at 200 × g for 10 min at 4
• C, supernatants were collected and centrifuged at 23 000 rpm for 150 min at 4
• C in a SW28 rotor, Beckman Optima100 (Beckman). The pellet was resuspended in medium containing 5% newborn calf serum, frozen and stored in -80
• C. Titration of the infectious virus stock was performed by its serial dilution and subsequent infection of DF-1 cells. Two days post infection (dpi), the number of GFP-positive cells or cell clusters was counted. The titrated stock was used for infection of K562 cells.
Infection and subcloning of K562 cells
10
6 cells of the K562 cell line were collected and infected with the AG or AG-2IE replication-deficient retroviral vectors at MOI < 0.01. Prior to infection, viral stocks were passed through a 0.2 m SFCA filter (Corning) and 600 l of the suspension was applied and allowed to adsorb for 40 min at room temperature. After adsorption, 12 ml of fresh medium was added and cells were cultured at 37
• C and 5% CO 2 . Three dpi, the percentage of GFP-positive cells was analyzed by flow cytometry and GFP-positive cells were sorted in a single-cell sort mode with an Influx cell sorter (Becton-Dickinson) into 96-well tissue culture plates to obtain single-cell clones. Expanded clones were subcultured and the percentage of GFP-positive cells was assessed at one-week intervals with an LSR II cytometer (BectonDickinson).
Cloning and sequencing of provirus integration sites
The provirus-cell DNA junction sequences were amplified using the splinkerette-PCR method (31, 45) . Genomic DNA was isolated by phenol-chloroform extraction from individual clones and cleaved with either DpnII or MseI restriction enzymes. The restriction fragments were ligated overnight at 15
• C with a 10-fold molar excess of adaptors formed by annealing of HMspAa and HMspBb-Sau3AI or HMspBb-MseI oligonucleotides complementary to the particular cleavage site of the enzyme used for genomic DNA digestion. The ligation products were subsequently cleaved with Bsu36I to destroy undesirable products of adaptor ligation to the 3 LTRs. The resulting mixture of fragments was then purified by a High Pure PCR Cleanup Kit (Roche) and used as a template for nested PCR with primers specific for the retrovirus LTR and the splinkerette adaptor. Primary PCR was performed with primers Splink1 and spPCR-AG3-R or spAG3-2IEDD-R as follows: 94
• C for 3 min, 2 cycles of 94 • C 5 min. The specific PCR products were sequenced and the resulting sequences adjacent to the 5 LTR were aligned to the Human Genome assembly version hg19.
Mapping and characterization of provirus integration sites
All junction sequences containing the end of 5 LTR and the unique cellular DNA sequence obtained from the splinkerette PCR were mapped to February 2009 human genome assembly (hg19) using BLAT from the UCSC Genome Browser website (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). Genomic coordinates of the LTR-proximal nucleotide of the obtained genomic sequences with unique score were considered as position of the integration sites. Further analysis of genomic features associated with the integration sites were performed with datasets obtained from UCSC golden path (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/ hg19/database/) using MySQL Workbench 6.2 software.
Random integrations
As a control of random targeting of features for the low number of integration sites, we generated a set of 200 biologically unbiased genomic positions. Human chromosomes were virtually joined (from chromosome 1 to chromosome X) and 200 random positions in range 1-3 031 042 417 (chromosome Y was omitted) were generated. Genomic coordinates were then obtained by the mapping of random positions to chromosomal joint-genomic positions.
Transcriptional units
All integrations mapped into the RefSeq Genes were considered as intragenic. The absolute distance to TSS marks the distance to the closest TSS in the RefSeq Genes track. In the relative distance to TSS, the distance of intergenic integrations to TSS equals absolute distance to TSS. For integrations inside RefSeq Genes, the distance to the nearest TSS of a particular RefSeq Gene targeted by the integration was calculated.
RNA-seq data analysis
Seven RNA-seq datasets for the K562 cell line (ERR310212, SRR090233, SRR346063, SRR521457 1, SRR644784, SRR901899 and SRR901900) were obtained from Sequence Read Archive (SRA) at the NCBI website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/). Reads were mapped to human genes using CLC Genomics Workbench 6.5.1 with default settings. RefSeq Genes were classified into groups by means of RPKM, with the NA group containing RefSeq Genes with the mean RPKM lower than 1 and RefSeq Genes with no match in the CLC Genomics Workbench 6.5.1 database and Q1-Q4 groups containing Nucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45, No. 22 12755 RefSeq Genes with the mean RPKM equal to/higher than 1 classified into the mean RPKM quartile groups with Q1 being the first quartile containing RefSeq Genes with the lowest RPKM.
Histone modification peaks
Histone modification peak datasets for the K562 cell line from the Broad Histone track were obtained from UCSC golden path. Peaks with signals higher than the median of the signal of a particular histone modification peak dataset were selected for further analysis. The distance to the nearest peak of the particular modification was calculated for each integration.
Chromatin segments
Chromatin segments for the K562 cell line were obtained from the UCSC Genome Segments track. Segments were grouped by the itemRgb field and the frequency of integrations into the grouped segments was calculated. For global analysis, we merged related segments to groups of active chromatin (Active Promoter, Promoter Flanking, Candidate Strong Enhancer, Candidate Weak Enhancer, Transcription Associated, Low Activity Proximal to Active States) and active regulatory elements (Active Promoter, Promoter Flanking, Candidate Strong Enhancer, Candidate Weak Enhancer).
Statistics
R software was used for statistical analysis. All statistical tests were performed at default settings.
RESULTS
The rate and kinetics of provirus silencing of ALSV-derived vectors in human cells
First, we quantitatively described the rate and kinetics of provirus silencing observed after infection of mammalian cells with ASLV-derived vectors. We compared the silencing of two replication-defective, GFP-transducing vectors derived from ASLV. Both vectors, AG and AG-2IE, differ solely by insertion of two internal elements (IE) from a CpG island into the U3 segment of AG-2IE ( Figure 1A ). The IE comprises the core sequence of CpG island from the hamster adenine phosphoribosyltransferase gene along with a tandem of high-affinity Sp1 binding sites. Each IE is 142 bp in length and comprises eight CpG dinucleotides (Figure 1B) ; the effect of this insertion has been previously described (44) . The silencing of vectors was assessed in the human cell line K562, an ENCODE Tier1 cell line that has provided researchers with extensive data for subsequent analyses and represents a valuable gene therapy model. K562 cells were infected with VSV-G-pseudotyped vectors at a low multiplicity of infection (MOI < 0.01), which was necessary to minimize the probability of multiple proviral integrations per cell. GFP-positive cells with transcriptionally active proviruses were separated by fluorescenceactivated cell sorting (FACS) three dpi and single-cell clones were established. After expansion, the clones were cultivated for two months or longer with a FACS count of GFPpositive cells at 30 and 60 days ( Figure 1C ). Two sets of clones, 2128 clones, which contained AG proviruses and 558 clones with AG-2IE proviruses, were expanded and cultivated. Clonal analysis of the reporter expression confirmed the high rate of provirus silencing in the AG vector. At 60 dpi, only 3.5% (74 of 2128) of AG clones maintained stable provirus expression (at least 90% of cells in each clone were GFP-positive cells), whereas the majority of clones tended to undergo rapid silencing (Figure 2A ). This behavior was in sharp contrast to much less effective and slow provirus silencing in AG-2IE clones with 29% (164 of 558) of the stable clones at 60 dpi. (Figure 2A ). The striking contrast of silencing in AG and AG-2IE vectors was apparent already by 30 dpi (Figure 2A) .
In previous studies (43, 44) , we demonstrated that the anti-silencing effect of IE insertion lies in protection from DNA methylation. This insertion, however, did not increase LTR-driven expression as shown by the reporter activity assayed in multiple clones (43) . Here, we compared the GFP fluorescence intensity in stable clones from both AG and AG-2IE groups. Stable clones, which contained AG proviruses, exhibited higher GFP fluorescence intensity in comparison with non-selected GFP-positive cells at the beginning of clonal expansion ( Figure 2B ). AG-2IE proviruses, however, exhibited lower variability and approximately the same fluorescence intensity in stable clones and non-selected cells ( Figure 2B ). This can be explained by the more autonomous expression of AG-2IE proviruses, which was less influenced by position effects. In contrast, the stability of expression of AG proviruses correlated with high level of expression, probably because this expression was mostly determined by position effects and only proviruses fortuitously integrated into the strongly supportive genetic environments could be selected as transcriptionally stable. Our clonal analysis independently suggested the antisilencing but not transcription-enhancing effect of the IE insertion.
The higher autonomy of AG-2IE proviruses is also supported by the course of GFP expression silencing. Most AG clones proceeded to silencing through a gradual decrease of GFP intensity, and in the transient state, there was broad variability of fluorescence intensities in individual cells (Figure 2C) . In contrast, most transcriptionally active AG-2IE proviruses in unstable clones simply switched to a silenced state and the distribution of fluorescence intensities was bimodal without intermediate states ( Figure 2C) .
We conclude that the insertion of the CpG island core sequence partly protected retroviral vectors from provirus silencing and releases the dependence of vectors on the local position effects towards vector expression.
Genome-wide mapping and characterization of provirus integration sites
We isolated genomic DNA from individual cellular clones with stably active AG or AG-2IE proviruses, digested them with specific restriction enzymes in order to release the proviruses together with flanking genomic sequences, and used them for cloning the junction DNA at the sites of vec- tor integration utilizing the splinkerette PCR technique. In addition to individual clones that contained single proviral integrations, we cloned the proviral integration sites in en masse splinkerette PCR from cells that were infected with either AG or AG-2IE vectors without selection for GFP activity (non-selected control) or sorted for GFP-positivity 3 dpi (active 3 dpi controls). We sequenced the junction DNA fragments and identified integration sites using BLAT in the human genomic assembly GRCh37, version hg19. In total, after neglecting the small number of equivocal integrations, we identified 90 non-selected sites of AG proviruses and 82 non-selected sites of AG-2IE proviruses, 124 sites of active 3 dpi AG and 63 AG-2IE proviruses, and, finally, 46 sites of stable AG and 58 AG-2IE proviruses (Supplementary Table  S1 ). For better comparison with previous studies, we generated 200 random integration sites by in silico targeting the human genome. This set of integration sites has been used in all subsequent analyses as a random control. The comparison of random with non-selected set of integrations also defines the possible bias of the technique given by the distribution of restriction recognition sequences. We further analyzed provirus integrations from the point of view of targeting TUs, transcriptionally active TUs in K562 cells, and TSSs.
We observed that the non-selected proviruses AG and AG-2IE had integrated within TUs at 57% and 48%, respectively, which is slightly higher than the 39% that was observed in random integration sites, corroborating the slight preference of ASLV integrase for genes as described previously in the studies of Narezkina et al (19) and Barr et al. (20) . In the case of 3 dpi, the percentage of active proviruses found in TUs had increased to 65% and 64% for AG and AG-2IE proviruses, respectively. The enrichment of transcriptionally stable proviruses within TUs at 60 dpi was even higher, 74% and 79% for AG and AG-2IE proviruses, respectively ( Figure 3A, Supplementary Table S1 ). This data demonstrates that insertion of the IE element into LTR does not influence integration preference and long-term selection of transcriptionally active proviruses increases the rate of genic/intergenic integration. We can assume that integration into TU increases the chance of the provirus to be transcriptionally active over time and resistant to epigenetic silencing. We also analyzed the proportion of insertions oriented in sense or anti-sense to the transcription of targeted TUs (Supplementary Figure S1) . Although approximately equal at the beginning of the experiment, the selection for transcriptional activity of AG proviruses led to a slight but statistically insignificant preponderance of sense integrations. AG-2IE proviral integrations displayed approximately the same ratio of both orientations.
Next, we analyzed the influence of transcription of targeted TUs. We combined transcription data of all TUs targeted by AG and AG-2IE proviruses from publicly available RNAseq data, which was retrieved from the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) for the K562 cell line. According to reads per kilobase per million (RPKM), TUs were divided into five groups at transcriptional level--a non-active (NA) group and four quartiles of active TUs (Q1-Q4) ( Figure  3B ). In the set of non-selected integration sites, the integrations into transcriptionally active TUs prevailed, which was in accordance with previous findings (18) (19) (20) , showing preferential integration of retroviruses into active chromatin. We did not observe any striking difference between AG and AG-2IE proviruses. After short-term selection of active proviruses (active expression 3 dpi), the prevalence of transcriptionally active targeted TUs increased to ∼70%. Among the AG proviruses, there was an increase in integrations into Q4, the TUs with the strongest transcription intensity. In contrast, integrations into Q1, the group comprising weakly transcribed TUs, were underrepresented. This effect of short-term selection was not observed in AG-2IE proviruses ( Figure 3B ). Long-term selection for stable expression of AG proviruses led to strong overrepresentation of transcriptionally active TUs, particularly those of Q4 and Q3. Only 2% of stable AG proviruses resided in non-transcribed TUs and 40% in Q4 TUs. In summary, we have demonstrated that ongoing selection for transcriptional activity of proviruses leads to increased representation of proviruses integrated into transcribed TUs. Longterm stable proviruses are found almost exclusively in the transcribed TUs, particularly in those with highest transcription levels. This can be explained by a protective antisilencing effect of the genomic environment in transcriptionally active TUs. Insertion of IE elements releases this dependence, in part, and some stable AG-2IE proviruses can also be found in non-transcribed or weakly transcribed TUs.
The epigenetic environment varies along the TUs, which may influence the stability of the provirus expression. Integration close to TSSs has already been documented for MLV (1) and correlate with the expression of ASLV proviruses (30, 31) . We therefore analyzed the position of integration sites within the targeted genes and in relation to the adjacent TSS in our set of AG and AG-2IE proviruses. First, we analyzed the absolute distance to the closest TSS ( Figure 3C ). Short-term selection of transcriptionally active proviruses concentrated integrations around the TSSs with the median distance around 10 kb in both AG and AG-2IE proviruses. After long-term selection, the stably expressed AG proviruses were found closer to TSSs with a median distance of 2 kb (P = 8.2e-06, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test). AG-2IE stably expressed proviruses were integrated at a median distance of 6.5 kb from TSSs ( Figure  3C ), resembling the integration pattern of shortly selected proviruses (P = 0.35, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test). Taking into account the distribution of integrations along targeted TUs, we calculated the relative distance to TSS ( Figure 3D ). Unlike the absolute distance to TSS, the relative distance indicates the distance to a particular TSS belonging to the targeted TU for intra-TU integrations. For inter-TU integrations, the relative distance is equal to the absolute distance to TSS. The relative distance to TSS showed that with further positive selection of expression, proviruses were concentrated around TSS with a mild bias for integrations within TUs downstream to TSSs. This bias is most striking for AG stably active proviruses ( Figure 3D and E), where 70% of all integrations are found within 15 kb downstream of TSS from which one third of the proviruses (33%) are integrated within 2 kb downstream from TSS ( Figure 3F ). On the other hand, AG-2IE stably expressed proviruses that have spread into more distal parts downstream from TSS resembled the integration pattern that was observed with shortly-selected proviruses. We conclude that proviruses selected for stable transcription are predominantly found close to TSSs. Obviously, the vicinity to TSSs is favorable for provirus transcription and protects the proviruses from transcriptional silencing. Proviruses, which are equipped with protective IEs are less dependent on the need to be located within close proximity of TSSs.
CpG islands are an important part of the genomic and transcriptional landscape of vertebrate genomes. We analyzed the distribution of proviral integrations in relation to the closest CpG islands in a similar way as TSSs (Supplementary Figure S1 ). The random in silico integrations displayed a longer absolute distance to CpG islands than to TSSs (medians of 104 and 62 kb, respectively), which reflected the fact that CpG islands were less frequent in the genome. Furthermore, only ca. 60% of promoters, mostly promoters of housekeeping genes, which exhibit constitutive expression, are equipped with CpG islands (46) . The distance to the CpG islands showed a pattern similar to that observed with distances to TSS, i.e., with further selection of expressional stability the proviruses of both vectors were found closer to the CpG island. The correspondence of the distances to TSS and CpG islands shows that most of TSS that are located close to active and stably active proviruses are associated with CpG islands (Supplementary Figure S1 ).
Active histone modifications at the sites of integration in stably active proviruses
As described previously (31), active proviruses are overrepresented in chromatin regions which are enriched in trimethylation of the fourth lysine of histone H3 (H3K4me3). To obtain better insight into the epigenomic landscape of provirus integration and expression, we analyzed the distribution of our proviral integrations with respect to their distance to the peaks of different histone modifications. Because we obtained the epigenomic data from available database and not by experimental analysis of individual clones, we, technically speaking, correlate the transcriptional status of provirus with respective preintegration site characteristics in intact K562 cells. In Figure 4 , we present results of analysis of histone modifications that are associated with both transcriptional activity and suppression, H3K4me3, H3K4me1, H3K9ac, H3K27ac, and H3K9me3, H3K27me3, respectively. As expected, transcriptionally active proviruses were found closer to peaks of H3K4me3, H3K4me1, H3K9ac, H3K27ac than to the peaks of H3K9me3, H3K27me3. The median distance of the AG active proviruses to the peaks of H3K4me3, H3K4me1, H3K9ac, H3K27ac ranged from 5 to 6 kb. Stable AG proviruses were found in close proximity to these peaks with the median distances between from 0.3 to 2 kb. The most significant shift of median distance was observed for the H3K4me3 mark (P = 1.3e-04, WilcoxonMann-Whitney Rank Sum Test). The AG-2IE proviruses integrated slightly more distally to H3K4me3, H3K4me1, H3K9ac, H3K27ac peaks and maintained a more relaxed integration pattern even after long-term selection for transcriptional activity. The median distance of stable AG-2IE proviruses to those activation marks was around 3 kb. The peaks of suppressive histone modifications H3K9me3, H3K27me3 were found at a median distance of 40-50 kb from the AG proviral integrations and the long-term selection for transcriptional activity did not lead to any accumulation of proviruses closer to the H3K9me3, H3K27me3 peaks.
A few more examples of correlation between histone modification enrichment and proviral integration are shown in Supplementary Figure S2 . Dimethylation of lysine 79 in the H3 histone molecule (H3K79me2) is a lateral modification which is usually associated with transcriptional activation during cell differentiation (47) and aberrant gene expression in cancer (48) . Although relatively non-selective for this histone modification at integration, after long-term selection for transcriptional activity, the AG and AG-2IE proviruses accumulated at a median distance to H3K79me2 peaks of 0 and 5 kb, respectively. Dimethylation of the fourth lysine in the H3 histone molecule (H3K4me2) is enriched in active enhancers (49) and transcriptionally active proviruses accumulate close to H3K4me2 peaks.
Other epigenomic features that correlate with transcription are histone isoforms, some of which are also enriched at specific and narrow genomic loci. In this study, we compared the distribution of proviral integrations and peaks of H2A.Z enrichment. H2A.Z has been found in association with active TSSs and enhancers occupied by various transcription factors (50) . Both AG and AG-2IE proviruses integrated with a slight preference for H2A.Z enrichment at a mean distance of ca. 20 kb. Even short-term selection for proviral transcriptional activity accumulated proviral integrations of both vectors close to H2A.Z peaks (median of ca. 6 kb), but no decrease in distance was observed with further selection of expressional stability (Supplementary Figure S3) . This suggests that not only integration within the proximity of H2A.Z-enriched areas might be important for the transcriptional activity of proviruses of either vector, but other features are important for the long-term transcriptional stability.
Proviral integration and transcriptional stability in functional chromatin segments
The integrative combination of epigenetic marks has been used for genome-wide annotation of functional chromatin states and non-coding functional elements in the human genome across multiple cell types. Two independent chromatin state annotation algorithms, ChromHMM (51,52) Figure 4 . Distance of proviruses to the peaks of histone modifications. Each dot represents a single provirus. The distance is measured as absolute distance to the nearest peak of a histone modification. More histone modifications evaluated in the study are depicted in Supplementary Figure S2 . Asterisks mark the P-value of Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. and Segway (53) , based mostly on the results from ChIPseq assays, served for ENCODE-wide annotation of functional chromatin segments and regulatory elements (54) . To describe proviral integration sites with regard to the function of their chromatin regions, we calculated the percentages of integrations within chromatin segments categorized by ChromHMM ( Figure 5 ) and Segway ( Supplementary Figure S4) databases.
The randomly generated integration sites showed the approximate proportion of certain functional chromatin segments in the human genome with the majority being nontranscribed heterochromatin or polycomb-repressed chromatin. The proportion of targeted promoters and enhancers was found to be <10% in the random set of integration sites ( Figure 5A ). The experimentally-determined non-selected integration of both AG and AG-2IE proviruses preferred the merged active chromatin segments at the expense of non-transcribed ones (P = 6.1e-06 and P = 6.4e-05 for AG and AG-2IE, respectively, Fisher's Exact Test for Count Data, Figure 5B ). Even the short-term selection of transcribed proviruses further increased the proportion of active chromatin among the targeted segments (P = 9.5e-04 and P = 2.7e-06 for AG and AG-2IE, respectively. Fisher's Exact Test for Count Data). Selection for stably active proviruses did not lead to any increase of proviruses located in active chromatin segments, but resulted in selection of proviruses in active regulatory segments, i.e. promoters and enhancers, where we observed more than 50% of stable integrations (P = 1.9e-04 and P = 4.0e-02 for AG and AG-2IE, respectively, Fisher's Exact Test for Count Data). The most striking observation was the enrichment of transcriptionally stable AG proviruses in promoters (ca. 40%, P = 4.0e-05, Fisher's Exact Test for Count Data). The described trends towards overrepresentation of transcribed chromatin and promoters/enhancers during the selection of transcribed proviruses were similar when the Segway database was used for chromatin segment categorization (Supplementary Figure S4) . Here, the proportion of promoters/enhancers reached 70% after long-term selection for both AG and AG-2IE. In contrast to AG proviruses enriched in promoterflanking segments, AG-2IE proviruses were found with particularly high frequency in strong enhancers (P = 2.6e-03, Fisher's Exact Test for Count Data).
DISCUSSION
The preference of retroviruses to integrate within certain genomic compartments such as transcriptionally active genes and promoters have been recently reviewed (55) and mechanistically explained by virus-specific cell-encoded factors that direct preintegration complex contacts with chromatin. The interplay of retroviral integrases and cellular factors is fixed by evolution and suggests that such integration bias is beneficial for retrovirus propagation. Intuitively, it might give the provirus a higher probability of access to transcriptional machinery in comparison to a random integration pattern [see also (56) ]. However, the role of integration site selection in proviral expression is still not fully understood. Particularly, the stability of provirus expression in a given genomic context has not been studied in longterm experiments that involve selection. We combined retrovirus integration and selection using in silico genomic and epigenomic analysis of provirus integration sites in multiple parallel single-cell clones which were long-term selected for provirus expression. We have used this strategy in our previous work and described the accumulation of active proviruses in H3K4me3-enriched parts of genes (31) .
Silencing of proviral expression is an important issue in the use of retroviral vectors and retroviral latency. For example, the reservoir of latently HIV-infected CD4+ T cells is the major obstacle to an HIV cure (57) . Using the clonal approach presented in this study we observed extremely efficient silencing of the ASLV-based vector in human cells with only few percent of proviruses displaying strong and unsilenced expression from 3 to 60 dpi. Insertion of two copies of the aprt housekeeping gene CpG island IE into the LTR of the ASLV vector dramatically decreased the silencing intensity. This vector modification was designed in accordance with the well-defined anti-CpG methylation effect of CpG islands along with previously reported stable retroviral expression, even in a non-permissive genomic environment (44) .
ASLV integration, in contrast to MLV or HIV, has not been associated with any significant preference for genomic features such as TUs or TSSs (18) . Even in our work with a low number of integration sites, mild overrepresentation of proviral integrations close to the peaks of activating histone modifications and within active chromatin segments is apparent without selection for transcriptional activity (Figures 4 and 5) . The next integration site selection is rapid; even short-term selection for transcriptional activity means substantial accumulation of proviruses close to the TSSs and sites enriched in H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac and H3K9ac. The prolonged selection further highlights these trends. To our knowledge, this is the first observation of a significant integration bias of ASLV and further studies with larger sets of integration sites could help to validate our results. We can only speculate about the cause of this integration bias. In contrast to MLV and HIV, ASLVs have not been referred to as using cellular factors for preferential provirus integration into active chromatin. The first factor interacting with ALV integrase and specifically mediating ALV integration is the FACT protein complex (21) . This complex stimulates the ALV integration activity in vitro and increases the frequency of provirus integration in infected cells. Although any FACT-dependent shift in ALV integration preference remains to be described, FACT has been characterized previously as histone chaperone acting in transcript elongation (58) ; hence its tethering to active chromatin is therefore understandable.
The presence of IE insertion in LTR relaxes the requirement for adjacent TSSs and enrichment in activating histone modifications. At the level of functional chromatin segments, we can see the accumulation of transcriptionally stable AG proviruses in promoters, whereas the modified proviruses AG-2IE preferentially accumulate in active enhancers. Nevertheless, if we merge both categories, the AG and AG-2IE vectors do not differ from each other with roughly 50% of proviruses accumulating in promoters and enhancers. Interestingly, when analyzing the genic and intergenic integrations separately, we observed no significant difference between AG and AG-2IE stably ex- pressing proviruses integrated outside gene bodies. Conversely, distribution of stable AG-2IE proviruses integrated inside gene bodies differ from AG proviruses and exhibit a very flat distribution without strong preference for the vicinity of TSS. Such distribution strikingly resembles the distribution of AG proviruses which have integrated in DNMT3A -/-DNMT3B -/-cells (31), indicating the role of IE in the protection of proviruses from DNA methylation. The protective role of IE emerges in gene bodies, which have been shown to be the most densely methylated genomic compartment (59) .
Differential distribution of stable AG and AG-2IE proviruses in gene bodies together with the lack of significant differences in distances of stable AG and AG-2IE proviruses to histone modifications marking mainly active TSSs and enhancers also suggest that the proximity of intragenic enhancers might play a role in the stability of AG-2IE proviral expression. This is supported by analysis of functional chromatin segments at the sites of integration. It is important to say that our analyses work with the linear genome sequence whereas enhancers can influence gene expression in the 3D genome. Therefore, the chromatin contact analysis could provide additional information. We, however, present significant evidence that the short-distance influence amenable to our 'linear' analysis correlate well with the proviral behavior. Second, we used exclusively in silico data on epigenetic marks at the site of integration. Provirus insertion, however, can affect the adjacent epigenetic landscape and we will analyze the actual epigenetic marks at individual proviruses in the future. We already provided an example of epigenetic events occurring at the site of proviral insertion and the stability of CpG methylation (60) .
The epigenomic context of integrated retroviral vectors can be compared with distribution and transcriptional activity of endogenous retroviruses (ERV). Because of their abundance, insertional polymorphism, and different expression in various tissues, the murine ERVs of ETn/MusD and IAP families were studied from the point of view of ERV-induced heterochromatin spreading (61) . ETn/MusD copies are less DNA methylated when near TSSs, but only in tissues where the adjacent gene is transcriptionally active (62) . Furthemore, differences in DNA methylation of 5 and 3 LTRs reflect the vicinity to the nearby TSSs. The most striking parallel with our system is the presence of H3K4me3 enrichment in the flanking regions of nonmethylated ERVs (62) . Underrepresentation of these nonmethylated copies indicates some kind of negative selection against methylated ERV insertions near genes, possibly beNucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45, No. 22 12763 cause of the impact on host genes through heterochromatin spreading.
Our findings have important implications for the safety of gene therapy and genotoxicity of retroviral vectors. Such an approach not only demonstrates the possibility to protect vectors from repressive features at their integration site, but on the other hand, points to the accumulation of stably expressed vector integrations close to TSSs, i.e. in positions sensitive to genotoxic outcomes. The LTR modification just alleviates this trend. Our approach might also enable the discovery of highly repressive regions that would be nonpermissive even for the protected vector.
CONCLUSIONS
We have provided a detailed analysis of retrovirus integration sites in single-cell clones long-term selected for the provirus transcriptional activity. Our analysis demonstrated that the simplified ASLV-based retroviral vectors integrate with mild preference for active chromatin and the subsequent selection leads to accumulation of proviruses integrated into transcriptionally active genes, close to TSSs, CpG islands, and regions enriched in active histone modifications H3K4me3, H3K4me1, H3K9ac and H3K27ac. Analyzing the functional chromatin elements defined as combinations of epigenetic marks, we found the proviruses with long-term transcriptional stability preferentially integrated within active promoters and enhancers. These trends are relaxed for vectors equipped with their own CpG island sequences, which are found at greater distance from TSS but still accumulate in enhancers. Collectively, these data suggest that active promoters and enhancers protect the adjacent retroviruses from transcriptional silencing.
